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Abstract. The thermoemission from dusty grains surfaces is necessary to take into account when processes in dusty plasma
are simulated. The thermoemission of electrons can change temperature of electron part of plasma, typical electron velocity
and others plasma properties. The kinetic distribution functions of secondary electrons from velocity and distance from dusty
grain are calculated.

The paper deals with stochastic simulation of plasma-surface interaction processes such as thermoemission and
secondary emission of electrons, emission of adatoms, elastic and inelastic reflecions of plasma particles from
dusty grains surfaces, ions and electrons penetrations into dusty grains. All these processes not only change
dusty grains surfaces behaviour but also promote to plasma pollution and change plasma properties. Study of
these processes is necessary for microelectronics, nanotechnology, cosmophysics and gas discharges.
Special attention is paid to thermoemission. The model is supplement with selfconsistent three dimensional
kinetic code of processes in dusty plasma [1-4]. Note, that model presented in this paper has not self-consistency,
dusty charge, size, temperature and electrostatic potential are supposed constants. This work will be introduced
into main object-oriented 3D3V kinetic dusty plasma C++ code SUR-Dust [1-4] as its part. Change dusty charge,
size, temperature and electrostatic potential also as change of plasma parameters (such as temperatures and
densities of plasma components and others) take place only in main code and only main code is selfconsistent [14]. Simulation of processes on dusty grains surface is based on kinetic theory, Brownian motion model and
stochastic analogues methods. The Leontovich equation is associated with the brownian motion model and
Kramers problem. Emission under the influence of ions and electrons is described in terms of jump like Markov
processes. Thermoemission and emission of adatoms from surface are simulated by diffusion Markov processes
[5].The equation for thermoemission of electrons can be presented as follows:
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here r is distance from centre of dusty grain, v , vr are electron velocity and its radial component, f is distribution
function of electrons from velocities and coordinates, e, me are charge and mass of electrons, Rd is radius of
dusty grain, γ = γ (r ) is damping parameter, γ=const≠0 if r ≤ Rd and γ=0 if r=Rd, Rd, Q are radius and
charge of dusty particle, a is lattice parameter, Aout is work function for material of dusty grain. All parameters
are presented in dimensionless quantities. In physical quantities Rd=100 a, a=3.5 Å, Aout=12 eV. The potential
U(r) in eV is presented in following figure.
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FIGURE 1. The U(r) inside (r≤Rd) and outside (r>Rd) of dusty grain is shown, here r is distance from centre of dusty grain
measured in lattice parameters a, Rd=100a.

The solving of receiving kinetic equation for thermoemission the splitting method is used. The system of kinetic
equation is solved. The determined and stochastic part are separated. The solution of Leontovich equation for
f (v , r , t ) is changed solution of equations systems:
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The first equation (3) is solved using centred explicit second order leap-frog scheme, and the second equation (4)
containing stochastic part has been replaced to suitable stochastic analogue and solved using modified Artem'ev
method [6].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The kinetic approach lets to receive not only macrocharacteristic of particles leaving of dusty grains surfaces, but
also these distribution functions from space coordinates and velocities. As a result of numerical experiments
authors present distribution function from velocities f(vr). The emitted particles from dusty grains change the
plasma parameters. Hence them distribution functions are necessary for development of completely
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selfconsistent kinetic model of dusty plasma and numerical 3D3V code for simulation the processes in dusty
plasma.
The figure 2 shows the distribution functions f(vr) from radial component of velocities at finish moment of time. As can
see, development some maximums of f(vr) is observed. Maximum conforming to electrons with small radial

component of velocities (less than 6 thermal velocities) is more pronounced, it connects with big number of electrons with
small energy. Maximum corresponding to electrons with high velocities becomes more outlined and part of

secondary electrons with high velocity as well as typical velocity of electron increase when dusty grain
temperature increase.

FIGURE 2. The distribution functions f(vr) from radial component of velocities is shown at finish of calculation. The
temperature of dusty grain surface is 2.5 eV. We used 106 trajectories for received the distribution functions.
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FIGURE 3. The logarithm of ratio of number of electrons left grain surface to total electron number is presented on this
figure. The particle temperature is measured in eV and shown on abscissa axis.
The presented on fig. 3 dependence looks like law of Richardson-Deshman in low temperature region, the
variances from Richardson-Deshman form in high temperature region concern non-stationarity of distribution
functions f(vr) of electrons inside dusty grains. The process of change of dusty grains charge as a result of
electrons thermoemission is necessary take into account if dusty grain surface temperature is more then 4 eV.
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